ABSTRACT Smart spaces have been actively emerging recently, and researchers are working on developing and testing smart spaces in the real world. They facilitate smart applications that are adaptive to user preferences and contexts. In doing so they must satisfy applications' dynamically changing resource needs. These objectives are achievable by cooperation among connected devices and ubiquitous interaction. Smart space architecture designs in the literature are mostly application specific, their concepts and components defined based on the specific needs of one application. In this paper, we formally define general smart space concepts and architectural models rigorously and discuss related architectural components (both hardware and software) in detail. Based on a literature review we summarize the discriminating properties that a smart space must possess, and its basic components and services to realize these properties. We present a comparative analysis of the architectural designs proposed thus far. A comprehensive smart space architecture is proposed and its semantic interoperability is discussed in detail. In addition, we provide a case study of a smart lighting system, where the properties of smart spaces are analyzed. Finally, we provide a roadmap for future smart space development.
I. INTRODUCTION
As we enter the era of the Internet of Things (IoT), where devices communicate with one another to support human tasks, the ubiquitous interaction envisioned by Weiser [1] is becoming a reality. Many strongly believe that user needs constitute the main driving force behind technological development, but sometimes it is the other way around. Technological advancements change the ways that people interact, perform activities, and connect with their environments. For example, a smart television can now do much more than simply receive and display video signals. With internet connectivity, advanced software, and plenty of computational power, smart televisions allow users to surf the Internet, browse movie libraries of local media servers, stream and play movies in various encoding formats, play online games, join video chat sessions, and much more. Similarly, touchscreen-enabled smart phones with 3G (and now 4G) connectivity have changed not only the way mobile users view cellular phones, but also their interactions and methods of working, even more dramatically. Smart spaces also represent an area in which the driving force is mainly a technological push, i.e., the functionality is not called for by a globally widespread ''killer application'' and the utility of such spaces must be understood over time by experimentation. The technological push in this instance is the increased prevalence of electronic devices around and on people combined with the fact that the devices are networked and produce information. Smartness here refers to the ability of these devices to perform (collective) behaviors perceived as advanced and useful in some sense. Since the number of devices is rapidly exceeding the number of human users, this smartness implies (self-) management and configuration capabilities.
Augusto et al. [2] introduced an intelligent environment and provided the basic conceptual view of a smart space in the scope of intelligent environments. Although smart spaces have not been established very precisely, smart (space) applications have been developed both as project showcases [3] - [6] and for real deployments.
These applications are characterized by the fact that the hardware and software elements of the system are dedicated to and specifically developed for the application at hand. Examples can be found in health care (e.g., patient monitoring, home monitoring), intelligent lighting, media use, and environmental monitoring. Special-purpose systems, however, are costly and do not lead to the commoditization of the system components.
Using the analogy of a smart phone, a smart space can be regarded as a programmable platform for various concurrent applications. This platform concept using an open interface has been recognized by many authors and in numerous recent projects, and it is generally seen as essential for making progress. Among the examples, multimedia has developed the farthest in this direction through the use of Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) [7] technology. There are thus more stakeholders than just end users and more criteria than just functionality. Instead, we argue for smart space design considering multiple stakeholders and multiple qualities captured by different metrics.
In this paper, we define the characteristic properties of smart spaces and propose general architectural designs with physical and logical deployment alternatives for providing this set of properties. The proposed architectures were developed based on the iterative process employed in our various experiments related to smart lighting applications and smart spaces in [8] - [12] . We make a comparative analysis of the designs reported in the literature in relation to the presented properties of smart spaces and propose a comprehensive smart space architecture. We argue that semantic interoperability, a smart space property, needs particular attention and we discuss it in detail. Finally, we choose a smart lighting system discussion and provide an analysis of smart space properties.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of smart space concepts, as well as the fundamental properties of smart spaces. Section III outlines common generic architectures for smart space designs. Section IV presents a comparative analysis of various smart space designs in the literature with their distinctive components, as well as a comprehensive smart space architecture. Section V discusses semantic interoperability and adaptation in detail. Section VI provides a discussion on a case study. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper with future directions.
II. SMART SPACE CONCEPTS AND PROPERTIES
In this section, we first define the terminology regarding smart space concepts and then introduce the fundamental properties of a smart space.
A smart space delivers context-aware information services [13] , [14] , as well as physical services through actuation. It is defined by its physical extent, embedded electronics, embedded networks, and software. In the literature of networked embedded systems an object is a combination of an embedded networked device (node) with the software running on top. Such an object is a producer and/or consumer of digital information through its software logic, has a (dynamic) state and can communicate with other objects. Changes in the state of an object can be autonomous, which models a sensing capability. Similarly, some changes of an object state can result in changes in the physical world, which models an actuation capability.
A node or an embedded device is referred to as a smart object in [15] . In this paper for clarity of presentation we distinguish between smart nodes (hardware) and the software modules running on top that produce and consume information. We refer to the software modules hosted by smart nodes as information objects (iOs). Each iO of a smart space has a local state that may change over time and a set of (timed) events in which it can engage. Events are changes of state and include sensing, actuation, user interface events, and communication with other iOs.
Definition (iO Behavior): The series of messages sent and received by an iO, its state changes (events), actuations and the associated timing relations together form its behavior.
We still have not answered the most important question: What makes a smart space smart? The dictionary definition of ''smart'' commonly refers to possessing a mental state that enables human beings (or animals) to demonstrate quick thinking and intelligence as an individual. Hence, the ability to react to changes adequately and timely is embedded in the notion of smartness. The perception of smartness in this sense in a smart space typically comes from the interactions between iOs, i.e. a certain behavior of an iO that leads to a particular behavior of another iO as a reaction and so on. An example is the detection of occupancy in a room by a presence sensor, triggering a state change of the detecting iO followed by message transmissions to a light controller iO, which in turn sends actuation commands to an actuator iO on a light source.
Note that such relations are possible to realize even with very resource-poor smart nodes. In fact, even the so-called passive nodes that require external power sources to become active (e.g. RFID tags) are considered to be smart nodes in this sense. Nowadays a single smart node can contain many sensors and actuators, act as both a producer and consumer of several types of information and participate in multiple applications. Smart nodes exhibit node-to-node, node-to-cloud, node-to-gateway, and back-end communication patterns.
A smart space is further characterized by its scenarios, which are sequences of timed events (state changes). We refer to these scenarios as the (potential) behaviors of a smart space.
Definition (Smart Application): A smart (space) application A is a set of communicating iOs that together aim to serve and interact with smart space users and the electronics these users carry.
Definition (Application Context):
The context c(A) of a smart application A is the collective state of all iOs constituting A, including external states monitored by these iOs that may influence the behavior of A.
Definition (Application Behavior):
The collective behavior of iOs that form and influence A define the application behavior b(A).
Thus, b(A) depends on c(A) and is, in fact, fully defined by it. In interactions between the stakeholders and A, events are triggered, e.g. a button is pressed, some user interface input or output is given, or some action is performed. These events affect the corresponding iOs that are part of c(A). We refer to these as interface objects, which form a subset of c(A). Whether an iO is an interface object is subjective, but we typically restrict ourselves to iOs that affect the function of A. If b(A) is fully defined by these interface objects, we say that the application is context-independent; otherwise, we call it context-dependent.
A metric m in this setting is a mapping from smart application behaviors to a non-negative real number. When a lower value is better, the metric is called a cost function. Smartness and other qualities are perceived by stakeholders through interactions and state observations and are therefore properties of behaviors. We associate these properties with metrics. A is called adequate with respect to a metric m if A satisfies a certain requirement on m, for all behaviors of A.
We can now define what we mean by a smart space.
Definition (Smart Space):
A smart space is a physical space enriched with embedded information and communication technologies running a set of smart applications.
Common properties of smart space designs in the literature are shown in Table 1 . Based on our definitions of a smart application and a smart space, the first three properties listed, namely adaptation, communication interoperability and semantic interoperability, are primary properties of all smart spaces. Communication interoperability is mainly solvable by using standardized communication protocol stacks. However, adaptation and semantic interoperability pose challenges as devices that come from multiple vendors and domains differ in their default behaviors, semantics and ontologies. The last three properties, namely openness, extendibility and self-management, are secondary properties that are good to have, but a smart space design may lack these properties. In the following, we discuss smart space properties in more detail.
When an application A is context-dependent it may adapt b(A) and trigger new or existing services as required by the scenario in question. Let the context space of A in its physical environment be given by C A such that c(A) ∈ C A . It is possible to dynamically change b(A) at runtime to cope with performance issues that are stemming from changes in c(A).
Definition (Adaptation): A is said to exhibit adaptation with respect to m if its behavior b(A) is designed to change dynamically over time to guard A's adequacy with respect to m as a response to changes in A's context c(A).
Adaptation may be active or passive. The changes in b(A) are due to the direct interactions of the users with smart nodes when the adaptation is active, and the users are only notified about the variations in c(A) in the case of passive adaptation. For example, active adaptation occurs when a user enters a building: a sensor identifies the presence of the user and sends a command to turn the lights on. In this example, the user directly interacts with the smart nodes in the smart space. In contrast, passive adaptation occurs when a music player changes the light presets based on the music that is playing in the background. In this example, the users do not interact directly but may be directly or indirectly notified about the changes.
iOs need to adapt b(A)adequately within a limited time interval. One of the main reasons is that long adaptation actions taken by any iO may prevent timely adaptations of other iOs of A, effectively leading to inadequate execution of A. Therefore, for adaptive applications, latency of reaction to changes in context is many times an important performance metric, i.e. a cost function to be minimized. Latency is the time interval between a stimulation of an iO belonging to A and the time at which the corresponding changes take effect in b(A). In computing the total adaptation latency we need to account for the latencies added by all iO tasks. iOs perform the following tasks for adaptation: i) monitor contexts in the application environment, ii) analyze the contexts and find the needs for adaptation, iii) execute the adaptation. These three steps followed by any iO will result in changes of b(A).
A may adapt and reconfigure according to variations in c(A) as demanded by the scenarios encountered. Note that learning (as in artificial intelligence) is a specific case of adaptation.
Smart nodes consist of diverse hardware and software platforms and interoperability among these is a requirement. Interoperability between two iOs depends on the hardware and software platforms used by the iOs. A smart node is only able to exchange information if its hardware and software platforms are harmonious to integrate with other nodes.
Definition (Communication Interoperability): The ability of iOs in a smart space to share information over a network, i.e. by following certain (communication) protocols, message formats and syntax, is called communication interoperability.
Definition (Semantic Interoperability): The ability of iOs in a smart space to extract a common meaning (semantics) from the information that is shared is called semantic interoperability. Semantic interoperability of iOs is built on top of communication interoperability and is typically achieved by using a shared ontology.
The hardware and software platforms of smart nodes in a smart space should allow third parties to develop and implement iOs that can be used in the smart space. The smart space architecture must support portability of iOs and enable interoperability in heterogeneous networks of smart nodes. Let A smart space architecture must also be extendible to allow for additions to the smart space, e.g., to enable smart nodes to access the smart space easily in new applications. The smart space architecture must enable programmers to develop applications dynamically without having to interact with the physical world of embedded devices. In other words, the smart space must provide an interface that can decouple programming and application development from physical infrastructure deployment and integration. Extendibility indicates that new nodes and applications can easily inserted into a smart space; meaning installation and bootstrapping should be with minimal technical expertise involvement.
Definition (Extendibility):
A smart space is said to be extendible if new smart nodes can connect and new applications can be installed to the smart space with ease.
A smart space is typically composed heterogeneous smart nodes and networks. Smart nodes have varying capabilities in terms of resources such as communication bandwidth, computational power, memory and energy. The iOs taking part in smart applications not only require access to sensitive data and services, but also insert their own data and services into the smart space, which calls for security measures to be taken (e.g. using encryption). Protecting privacy properties related to its users is an important concern for a smart space. A privacy property is a mapping from an information receiver R and a data item d to a data handling property P: ''R will only do P with d''. A smart space should therefore aim to guarantee and enforce privacy properties while exchanging contextual knowledge with iOs. Therefore, self-management of the smart space, including its networks, smart nodes is required for adequate responses in smart spaces.
Definition (Self-Management): Self-management is the capability of smart space to monitor and manage its resources and services.
Self-management services, such as energy management or security and privacy management, can be assigned to a particular smart node to be accessed by all iOs. Alternatively, these services can also be distributed. A smart space should give ample of opportunities to the associated applications for enhancing their persistence by self-management as failure-free (dependable) operation of smart space applications is key to user satisfaction.
III. SMART SPACE BUILDING BLOCKS AND ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS
As a platform, a smart space must contain and build up knowledge about its capabilities and resources, its state (contexts) and history. To do so, it employs sensing, user interaction, resource monitoring, communication, computation, cooperation, and services on the Internet. Furthermore, a smart space utilizes a variety of architectural components to manage applications and the available resources as well as to provide security and ensure the privacy of the smart space knowledge considering access rights. This section presents i) the fundamental hardware and software building blocks that make up smart spaces and enable their properties (see Section I), and ii) an overview of the generic architectural designs employed to realize these properties.
A. CLASSIFICATION OF SMART NODES
The available device classes in networks of resourceconstrained devices were defined in [8] and [9] based on an investigation of the commercially available chips and embedded system designs. In this taxonomy, class 0 (C0) devices are strictly constrained in terms of processing and memory (dynamic memory and permanent storage much less than 10 KiB and 100KiB respectively) capabilities. Therefore, these devices are not able to run the Internet protocol stack. We call some devices belonging to this class passive devices since they depend on event-based energy harvesting for sending a few messages back-to-back into the network before their harvested energy is fully depleted again. A batteryless wireless light switch is an example of this. C0 passive devices typically do not facilitate any management or security services other than pairing with other devices over VOLUME 6, 2018 a trusted proxy. C0 devices that are not passive can handle keep-alive messages and provide basic device state information.
C1 devices have roughly 10 KiB of memory space and 100 KiB of storage space, and they are mostly battery powered. Such resource limitations still do not allow running of the full protocol stack of the Internet. Nevertheless, there are low-resource (lightweight) protocol stacks specifically designed for this device class. For example, these devices can use CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) [33] over UDP (User Datagram Protocol) and employ 6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks) as adaptation layers to communicate directly with the Internet. Functionally (including security), with very careful use of resources, they would act like ordinary IP endpoints. However, in terms of network latency, throughput, and computational performance, these devices perform poorly due to resource optimization techniques such as radio duty cycling.
With around 50 KiB of memory and 250 KiB of storage space, C2 devices can run conventional network protocol stacks. However, in practice, C2 devices also employ lowresource protocol stacks as a performance precaution.
Naturally, such taxonomy needs frequent updates as the classes and their capabilities change continually thanks to developments in silicon technology. With this in mind and based on the architectural requirements for involvement in a smart space, we define three broad categories of smart nodes with respect to the available resources and communication capabilities: high-capacity smart node (HSN), low-capacity smart node (LSN), and passive smart node (PSN). HSNs are members of C2 (or more capable). Typical examples of HSNs are smart phones, tablets, personal computers, and other highcapacity embedded devices. Contrary to LSNs, HSNs can employ complex services and protocols and perform highlevel and complex reasoning. PSNs are resource-poor passive devices (a subclass of C0), such as RFID tags and batteryless switches. LSNs are the remaining members of C0 plus the members of C1.
B. LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF iOs
A smart space allows seamless information sharing among iOs, i.e. information such as application contexts and management data. Smart space applications are composed of sets of data and actuation services provided by their iOs. The relations between various logical components and iOs in a smart space architecture are depicted in Fig. 1 . The types of iOs shown in Fig. 1 are described in Table 2 .
A smart application has application-specific contexts, logic, and ontology. The application contexts are the contexts captured from the environment (such as user ID, location, activity, and resource attribute value) and are supplied to the application logic. The application logic can execute application-specific scenarios. The application ontology defines the set of concepts that are relevant, allowing to provide a flexible and up-to-date description of application contexts. An application has an application specific ontology, logic and a notion of its context. It realizes its application behaviors, i.e. showSmartBehavior(). A smart node has its own capabilities, resources, and network address to associate with other smart nodes, and to provide sense(), actuate(), and communicate() services.
A context interpreter gathers raw data from one or more iOs of an application, summarizes them as application contexts and converts the results into the established semantics [34] of the smart space. For example, a context interpreter participating in an application involving user interaction can take raw accelerometer data and convert them into gesture semantics (such as ''pointing upwards'') and further into corresponding control semantics (e.g., increasing the light intensity by 10%). It can also perform conversion in the reverse direction, i.e., from semantics to contexts. Semantics are represented using a high-level description language such as the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [35] . Contexts are expressed in a standard way and can be exchanged between iOs without loss of meaning. The semantics are then stored by a semantics broker iO (SBiO), where they are accessible by iOs that can perform reasoning on high-level application data. The stored semantics are also accessible by manager iOs (MiOs), whose instances are application manager iOs (AMiOs), resource manager iOs (RMiOs), and security and privacy manager iOs (SPMiOs).
The semantic reasoning associated with SBiOs refers to inferring logical rules from input semantics in the form of validation (e.g. to avoid conflicts) and deduction (e.g. to deduce complex semantics from simple ones). When the inference of logical rules (i.e. inferSemantics()) is expressed by validations, one instance of validations is employed to check whether a set of semantics S A is a subset of a second set of semantics S B , denoted as S A ⊆ S B . Similarly, the conflicts in the querying semantics need to be resolved (i.e. resolveConflict()). Output semantics (i.e. outputs of semantic reasoning) that result from validation and deduction may trigger new iO behaviors, and thus, new application behaviors. This gives a perception of smartness. In the semantic web [36] , new relationships and semantics can be discovered based on the existing semantics. These semantics and inferred logical rules can be shown in a graphical way as in an ontology language. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [37] is the most commonly used ontology language. There are many semantic reasoners available, such as Pallet [38] , Flora-2 [39] , Jena [40] , and the ELK reasoner [41] , to name a few. Ontology graphs and their semantic representations are edited by semantics editors such as Protégé [42] , OWLGrEd [43] , and VocBench [44] .
Smart spaces employ management to deal with factors that may cause applications to fail, such as attacks, lack of resources, hardware and software failures, and network topology changes. As trusted systems [45] , they must ensure data privacy and enforce security measures by employing SPMiOs. The tasks of resource and application management are performed by RMiOs and AMiOs. The former monitors the available resources and allocates them to iOs as necessary. The latter not only orchestrates the iOs that participate in smart applications, but also re-orchestrates them when certain iOs fail, change their behavior, or leave the smart space. In this way, failures are handled at the iO level before they cause smart application failure. ''Failure'' also includes poor application behavior or, equivalently, failure to adhere to specifications. Producer iOs (PiOs), e.g., on a smart sensor, produce knowledge in a smart space, whereas consumer iOs (CiOs), e.g., on a smart light source, utilize such knowledge. Producer-consumer iOs (PCiOs), e.g., on an input-output device such as a smart touch display, can both produce and utilize knowledge.
C. PROCESSES AND DEPENDENCIES AMONG iOs
The (simplified) process of an iO joining a smart space and participating in a smart application is shown in Fig. 2 . A PiO sends a request to join a smart space application and the request is verified by an SPMiO to obtain permission. The new PiO is then registered and can insert data into an SBiO. An AMiO requests resources to (re)configure the application that may utilize the new PiO. If the resources can be allocated, then the new PiO becomes part of the smart space application. The process through which a PiO inserts data into an SBiO is shown in Fig. 3 . For example, consider a PiO as part of an application that gathers contextual data from the environment through sensing. The context interpreter converts this contextual data into the smart space semantics. These semantics are further stored at the SBiO for information sharing. The semantics may be dynamic; thus, the dependencies among iOs must be able to modify their processing of ever-changing semantics. The dependencies among the iOs in a smart space are depicted in Fig. 4 , which explains the various issues to be resolved, such as context interpreter, representation as semantics, semantic reasoning, application performance, smart space management, application management, access control, security and privacy, and their management.
The changes in semantics must follow the conditions defined for semantic interactions.
D. PHYSICAL DEPLOYMENT
The physical part of a smart space entails the physical components (i.e., smart nodes), the connections between them, the deployment of iOs and the corresponding allocation of functionality to a smart node. We discriminate between three types of smart spaces with respect to the physical deployment VOLUME 6, 2018 of iOs on smart nodes, i.e., centralized, decentralized, and distributed smart spaces. Table 3 gives a summary of the smart node types used in smart space architectural designs. In a centralized smart space, most of the iOs do little or no computation (perhaps some pre-processing or post-processing), and they merely realize the tasks of input, output, sensing, and actuation. Most of the computation, including management, is performed at a central iO (CTiO), which is typically placed on the same device as an SBiO, as shown in Fig. 5 . A CTiO must be able to interpret the contexts of other iOs that depend on it and convert them into the semantics of the smart space, which are then stored in the SBiO. Adaptive and adequate application behavior is then imposed by the CTiO. PSNs do no preprocessing or post-processing. Instead, they are connected to the central smart node (CSN) over a trusted proxy (PXSN), which also does pre-and post-processing on behalf of the PSN. In practice, the tasks of the proxy can be moved to the CSN. Therefore, the CSN and the CTiO are involved in almost all communications and computations, which creates a performance bottleneck in the architecture.
The dependency on the CTiO is a concern for openness and extendibility: deploying an iO at the CSN requires either reservation of the needed resources and admission control or compatibility of the iO with a dynamic resource management regime. In the latter application adequacy depends on the availability of resources and may be jeopardized when more iOs are deployed.
A decentralized smart space is one in which the networked smart nodes do most of the computations necessary to realize user applications in a distributed way. For adequacy, the iOs involved must be able not only to communicate, i.e., have communication interoperability, but also to operate with the same meanings (semantics) of data, i.e., have semantic interoperability. To realize this, it is important that iOs utilize shared communication standards and have access to sufficient computational resources. Clearly, the resources and communication capabilities depend on the hardware design and the loads on the various smart nodes. A (sub-) network of LSNs in a smart space mostly runs resource efficient communication protocols such as ZigBee [46] and Bluetooth Low Energy [47] . LSNs typically require a gateway smart node (GSN) between themselves and an SBSN for communication interoperability and translation of semantics. Smart spaces typically support wireless communication and must be able to deal with multiple communication standards. A GSN implements the communication standards in all networks that it bridges together. It is also responsible for context interpretation for LSNs [48] into semantics using a gateway iO (GWiO). A GWiO is a specific type of PCiO on a GSN that translates contexts into semantics and vice versa between an LSN and an SBSN. Fig. 6 shows the physical deployment of a decentralized heterogeneous smart space with HSNs and LSNs. SBiOs play an important role in decision making with the help of MSNs. Each SBiO contains a semantic reasoner to produce output semantics. The smart nodes and iOs are partially independent and thus can make decisions locally and perform computations accordingly. They do not always depend on a central unit to make application-level decisions, making it easier to achieve openness, and extendibility.
Services supported by the cloud are becoming increasingly popular and can be utilized in decentralized smart spaces directly or indirectly. In direct utilization [49] , the cloud services must have the same ontology format and semantics as the smart space itself and each cloud service acts as an iO. Furthermore, the smart devices that communicate directly with the cloud services must be individually reachable (e.g., IP-to-the-leaves using 6LoWPAN [50] ). In indirect utilization [51] , a gateway between the cloud and smart space runs an iO that provides the semantic interface to cloud services, as shown in Fig. 7 . A distributed smart space consists of smart devices without a certain hierarchical structure. Each device contains the software components necessary to realize self-management, semantic reasoning, and distributed application logic as shown in Fig. 8 . This architectural design is strongly dependent on the application requirements and is loosely coupled with the components. The components are not dependent for any decision to be made within specific boundaries.
Smart space management must involve a concept of membership, perhaps with different authorization levels. Based on this structure, privacy and security models and policies are built. Service and device discovery are integral parts of VOLUME 6, 2018 this management system. Numerous software stacks for service discovery exist [8] , some of which are communicationstandard specific and have various weights. A similar remark can be made about interoperability standards [52] . These must be seen as representing a more abstract concept of device and service discovery defined at the smart-space architectural designs. For example, when a smart node leaves from the application then their services are supposed to handover at another smart node in the application. A suitable system architecture design must be chosen based on the target applications, their goals, and the corresponding performance metrics.
IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SMART SPACES
Many architectural designs for smart spaces have been proposed by many researchers. In this section we compare a selection among them, specifically those that that provide nearly complete solutions with respect to the smart space concepts that we have enlisted. This comparison is given in Table 4 . An immediate observation is that most of the smart space architectures in the literature are decentralized by design, while fully centralized or fully distributed architectures are very rare.
An example centralized smart space architecture is called PERSIST [18] , which provides the overall design of a personal smart space (PSS). PSSs are smart spaces based on personal area networks that follow the user as she moves. PSSs consist of various smart nodes such as personal computers, mobile devices, wearable sensors, or other wearable devices. They ensure a minimum level of basic pervasiveness and context-awareness facilities anytime and anywhere. To provide connectivity to PSS owners, PSSs can operate in both infrastructure and ad-hoc network modes, allowing wide integration of a multitude of smart nodes. PSSs can interoperate with other smart spaces, which allows them to adapt to new environments automatically in satisfying their users' needs. Interoperability is established based on context sharing using semantic web technologies, where a context management system implemented in an AMiO stores and retrieves context information in a distributed manner. PERSIST, which consists of several PSSs, is the only architecture in Table 4 with a distributed design. The facilities it provides to integrate multiple applications, however, are limited.
A centralized smart space design is given in [17] . In this design all contexts from the smart space and its physical environment are collected at a central unit. The received contexts are processed by a central reasoning module to provide outputs to the iOs, which also reside in the same central unit. The main focus of [17] is on the use of an ontology graph to enable a reasoning component for various scenarios. For this purpose, a user can select the services by querying the central unit and can make subscriptions for service updates.
Most of the decentralized architectural designs from [19] to [32] in Table 4 employ AMiOs and SBiOs, while RMiOs and SPMiOs are mostly not considered in these designs. In the following we elaborate on two examples, SPITFIRE [22] and CISE [16] . There are two issues that should be noted in this decentralized architecture solution of SPITFIRE. Firstly, it involves a semi-automatic process of creating semantic sensor descriptions for LSNs. Note that our proposed architectural model for decentralized smart spaces allows the semantics to be fetched directly and automatically through the GWiO, without requiring manual or semi-automatic creation of semantics. Secondly, SPITFIRE directly connects sensors to the semantics repository, and the sensor data are updated frequently, which causes heavy network traffic and leads to performance issues. In our decentralized architectural design this is easily solvable by locally processing the sensor data and sharing only the highlevel semantics in the smart space over the GWiO. A similar solution is provided in the Context-Based Infrastructure for Smart Environments (CISE), which focuses on the requirements for dealing with smart space contexts. It provides an architectural solution with the following components: contexts, a context server (which is responsible for context aggregation), a context interpreter (which is responsible for context interpretation), and a communication module for information sharing. CISE hides the context details of LSNs and LSNs such as sensors can be replaced and added without affecting the smart application. It also facilitates the addition of contexts to existing applications. Although this solution provides many facilities for building smart spaces, it does not support high-level semantic interoperability for generic infrastructures suitable for any application in smart spaces. The information shared only includes the basic descriptions of devices. A common ontology language based on a semantic web is required for large-scale applications. In [53] , a semantic approach for providing intelligent support into a large IoT-based smart space is introduced where semantically driven information shared among IoT devices and services are provided to the users. Several examples of smart space applications are also discussed such as smart mobile assistant for history-oriented tourists, personalized mobile health system and smart room system for conferences and meetings. An integrated approach of combining smart spaces and IoT is presented in [26] . Although this approach is effective and facilitates the division of the worldwide IoT into manageable smart spaces, abstractions for LSNs are not considered, resulting in poor performance. A common platform for the abstraction of heterogeneous devices, technologies, and protocols is presented. This platform provides semantic-level interoperability, enabling the creation of applications for pervasive computing and the IoT together.
The main goal of semantic-level interoperability is the integration of devices in the semantic web by using web technologies such as the RDF and OWL. These technologies were originally designed for web resources but were later used also in open-source-based projects such as OpenIoT [54] and Smart Objects for Intelligent Applications (SOFIA) [55] . OpenIoT provides a framework for connecting users and IoT devices to establish a global ecosystem for the IoT. The objectives of this framework are twofold. Firstly, it provides facilities for the development of open software architectures and gathering of innovative IoT services. Secondly, these services can be quickly searched by users. Numerous users can benefit from the framework by rapidly searching for results using web technologies for IoT-related services, applications, and products. Meanwhile, SOFIA provides a Smart-M3 platform for interoperability across domains, devices, and vendors. It allows integration of information domains that take part in smart applications using web technologies. The Smart-M3 platform is implemented and its usage is discussed in [56] . The research is focused on service formalism based on Smart-M3 for developing smart space applications, where smart spaces are concluded as an emerging paradigm for future IoT based smart software. Moreover, the researchers and developers are encouraged in [57] to develop smart spaces using the Smart-M3 platform. The research challenges are discussed in detail for the development of smart spaces. A good set of questions is discussed related to the development properties of any smart space. These questionnaires can help to classify the smart space concepts and implementations.
In [20] , [23] - [26] , and [29] - [31] , this interoperability approach employing Smart-M3 was utilized to share and access local semantic information easily. In Smart-M3, the performance metric of the queries and subscriptions at an SBiO depends on the reasoning component and network delay. We performed a Smart-M3 experiment involving a smart lighting application in [58] to measure the delay performance with semantic-level interoperability.
Zeng et al. [59] presented a coarse-grained computation model called HyperspaceFlow where a smart space is modeled using physical flow, data flow, and human flow components. The physical flow specifies the relations between cyberspace and the physical space; the data flow involves the computations and communication related to cyberspace. The human flow is utilized to model the interaction between the cyberspace and the human space. In addition, a systemlevel smart space design method using the HyperspaceFlow model was proposed. The feasibility and effectiveness of this method were examined in a healthcare case study, which indicated that the specifications of a smart space can be further transformed into the underlying architecture by employing the HyperspaceFlow model. This approach allows modeling of a smart space only for a single user. Further, it is enhanced for Cyber-Physical-Social Systems (CPSS) [60] , [61] , where a system-level design optimization approach is introduced for security, energy consumption and user satisfaction. The approach is examined by the case study of a smart office, which satisfied the design optimization requirements. Ovaska and Kuusijärvi [26] introduced a piecemeal service engineering approach to smart space design and tested it for intelligent applications. The piecemeal service engineering approach enables maximum use of the existing design and technical resources in the development of new smart space applications.
Some researchers have tried to explain smart space architectures using hierarchal models as in MavHome [62] . The smart space architecture in MavHome is realized by providing a complete solution to a smart home and collaborates to meet the goals of the overall home. It contains four layers: a decision layer, an information layer, a communication layer and a physical layer. The decision layer selects the actions for an object to execute based on the information supplied by the other layers. The information layer gathers, stores, and generates knowledge useful for decision making. The communication layer facilitates the communication of information, requests, and queries between devices. The physical layer corresponds to the devices within the smart home. These layers provide the features necessary for self-managing smart home automation. MavHome was implemented using a Common Object Request Broker Architecture [63] interface between software components and powerline technologies such as X10 [64] and Lon Works [65] as electric devices. Although this architecture enables the integration of several technologies in a smart home, it fails to provide a solution for LSNs and efficient interoperability. It addresses only context-based interoperability and avoids any management of resources and services.
Similarly, in ISHEWS [66] , a smart home environment is introduced with five main sub-systems: surveillance and access control, home automation systems, digital entertainment systems, assistive computing systems, and an energy management system. These sub-systems interoperate in three levels: basic connectivity interoperability, network interoperability, and syntactic interoperability. The basic connectivity interoperability provides a common standard for data exchange between two sub-systems and establishes communication links. It represents the physical and data-link layers of the standard Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. Ethernet, Wi-Fi, and PPP are the common standards for basic connectivity interoperability. Network interoperability enables message exchange between systems across a variety of networks in a smart home environment. It is represented by the network, transport, session, and application layers of the OSI model. Transport Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), and IP/IPv6 are the common standards for network interoperability. Syntactic interoperability refers to the agreement of rules that manage the format and structure for encoding information exchange among the sub-systems. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) VOLUME 6, 2018 encoding, Representational State Transfer (REST) [67] encoding, and message exchange patterns such as asynchronous publish/subscribe patterns are the common standards for syntactic interoperability. These interoperability solutions increase the complexity of integrating all three levels in a single smart space. Our proposed architectural design alternatives avoid this complexity and provide a solution for integration at the semantic level.
The smart nodes considered in various smart space designs are summarized in Table 5 , which shows that HSNs are used dominantly in most smart space designs. Improved gateway approaches are necessary to accommodate large numbers of LSNs in smart spaces, which is an area for future development (initial approaches available in [25] and [26] ).
It can also be seen from the comparison of various smart space architectures that resource and security/privacy management information objects are rarely ever considered. This is a huge problem for mainstream adoption of smart spaces, considering ethical aspects and gradually introduced laws enforcing privacy of data in many countries, especially in developed countries. Dependability of smart space applications is also a main concern for user experience, i.e. changing an electric circuit (manual) light switch that is almost 100 percent reliable with a smart switch that is 99 percent of the time reliable is not acceptable. For this it is essential to integrate resource and service management mechanisms into smart spaces, which is also an area for improvement.
Based on the comparative study, we now propose a comprehensive smart space architectural design as shown in Fig. 9 . The smart space architectures given in Section III are particular instantiations of this design. In the proposed comprehensive architecture GSNs enable the inclusion of networks of LSNs. We introduce a two-level SBSN hierarchy for load balancing and performance improvement where a special type of SBSN (G-S) is able to share semantics between other SBSNs and delegate its brokering. We consider a single MiO component where developers can implement the tasks of AMiOs, SPMiOs and RMiOs as needed based on the application's requirements.
The GWiO component at a GSN has two handlers for LSNs, i.e. a sensor handler for sensor nodes (SNs) and an actuator handler for actuator nodes (ANs). These handlers are controlling the input and output information from sensors and actuators respectively. The contexts received from SNs are transferred to the application logic and ANs receive the actuation commands from the application logic. The application logic infers the actuation commands based on the SNs contexts and semantics received from SBiO, where the semantics received from SBiO is translated into contexts before being used by the application logic.
Each SBSN contains an SBiO and an MiO. Similarly, as discussed in the previous sections an SBiO does semantic reasoning on the input semantics to produce output semantics. The MiO monitors and manages the resources and services of the respective SBSN. The G-S helps to collaborate with other SBSNs in a smart space with the help of an MiO. The MiO makes subscriptions and updates for semantics at the G-S. Therefore, by means of the G-S any HSN in an SBSN can communicate with other HSNs at other SBSNs.
Our survey of the literature resulted in a list of properties that are specified in fair detail in all smart space implementations. We call these three properties, namely adaptation, communication interoperability and semantic interoperability, the primary properties of a smart space. Secondary smart space properties, namely openness, extendibility and selfmanagement can be implemented as needed based on application requirements.
The primary properties are essential for the proposed comprehensive smart space architecture because of the following reasons:
i.) The behavior of each iO needs to adapt according to the state changes of smart applications. This requirement comes from our definition of a smart space. ii.) Communication is needed to exchange information among smart nodes that produce and consume it. iii.) Semantic interoperability is needed to establish a shared meaning of the information that is exchanged. Communication interoperability can easily be established by using standard network protocols or by using a gateway to connect with LSNs. Example standards are powerline technologies such as X10 and LonWorks, wireless technologies such as IEEE 802.15.4 for wireless sensor networks, and CAT5 for audio, video or data communication. Furthermore, middleware such as Jini [68] , HAVi [69] and UPnP [70] may be employed to connect to smart nodes. Therefore, we focus on adaptation and semantic interoperability properties for the proposed comprehensive architecture in the next section and give a detailed discussion.
V. SEMANTIC INTEROPERABILITY AND ADAPTATION
In this section we first discuss how semantic interoperability is realized by the semantic interactions among iOs and smart objects. Then, we discuss how adaptation of smart applications is achieved by the adaptive behaviors of iOs that constitute these smart space applications.
A. SEMANTIC INTERACTIONS AMONG iOs
The format and syntax of transactions among iOs are dependent on smart node hardware and software specifications, which are heterogeneous by nature. The main challenge in the presence of such heterogeneity is achieving semantic interoperability such that multiple iOs can cooperatively realize execution of smart space applications.
A source iO and a destination iO can interact meaningfully through semantics of their smart space when there is an onto mapping between contexts and semantics. Semantics are typically represented using ontology graphs that facilitate complex queries. A smart space architecture must enable mechanisms capable of representing, modifying, and updating the semantics to produce meaningful and valid results. Our earlier experiments for semantic interoperability in [9] - [12] , [48] , and [56] were in the context of the SOFIA project, where we used Smart Space Access Protocol (SSAP) to establish semantic interoperability. In this work, we take SSAP as the baseline for semantic interoperability for transactions in the proposed architecture. SSAP transactions are used in information exchanges between an SBiO and iOs. The SSAP transactions are: JOIN, INSERT, REMOVE, UPDATE, SUBSCRIBE, UNSUBSCRIBE and QUERY. The JOIN and LEAVE transactions are used for joining and leaving a smart space respectively, where SBiO associates the connection with the identity and authority verified by the credentials through an MiO at the SBSN. An iO starts a session with an SBiO with a JOIN transaction and ends the session by using a LEAVE transaction. By using an INSERT transaction, an iO inserts semantics σ (a tuple) at an SBiO, causing the SBiO to generate a blank node in the RDF graph with a specified URI. Furthermore, an iO can remove and update the RDF graph at the SBiO by REMOVE and UPDATE transactions, respectively. An iO can make a query for σ at the SBiO by using a QUERY transaction and get results from the SBiO in reply. Any iO in a smart space may subscribe for σ , i.e. a persistent query for σ stored at the SBiO by using the SUBSCRIPTION transaction. In that case, the iO is notified of changes in σ . Similarly, an UNSUBSCRIPTION transaction terminates the persistent query from the SBiO. All transactions must be executed in an atomic fashion, i.e. the information content of the smart space is not changed by any other transaction during the execution of the transaction. This is especially important for the queries, which may require several accesses to the underlying data structures within the SBiO. Only two entities, iO and SBiO, are involved in any single transaction. Any iO in a smart space can join and enjoy the facilities provided by the SBiO through the given SSAP transactions, depending on their requirements. JOIN and LEAVE are transactions (eventually) employed by all iOs.
SSAP semantic interactions among smart nodes consist of i) PiO, CiO, and PCiO semantic interactions at the SBiO, ii) GWiO semantic interactions at the SBiO, iii) semantic interactions between the MiO and the SBiO at the SBSN and iv) the semantic interaction steps between two SBiOs.
1) PiO, CiO, AND PCiO SEMANTIC INTERACTIONS
The semantic interactions for PiO, CiO and PCiO at the SBiO are described in Table 6 and Fig. 10 . The JOIN and LEAVE transactions for semantic interactions are performed by all PiOs, CiOs and PCiOs. The INSERT, UPDATE and REMOVE transactions are performed by PiOs and PCiOs, while QUERY SUBSCRIPTION and UNSUBSCRIPTION transactions are performed by CiOs and PCiOs. iOs communicate input semantics σ i to the SBiO where semantic reasoning is performed, resulting in output semantics σ j , which is communicated to the iOs in reply. When a new σ is inserted and updated at the SBiO then an ontology graph is extended with the new entry. Subsequently, if any iO is subscribed to insertions and updates of σ then it will be notified with the extended entry in the ontology graph.
A smart space application is equipped with heterogeneous smart nodes. These nodes can exchange information by using the iO's semantic interactions. Any smart node in an application can share semantics with other nodes by using these transactions in an appropriate method and the requirements in the application. To achieve the objectives in an application, these semantic interoperability interactions are the primary and basic things to be established first. 
2) GWiO SEMANTIC INTERACTIONS AT THE SBiO
An SN gets contextual information from the environment and produces data for further analysis, typically for decision making (e.g. related to user notification or actuation). In order for SNs to integrate with smart spaces, they need to produce meaningful information to exchange with other nodes in a smart space application. A big challenge is that SNs are typically not capable of doing complex computations due to power and memory constraints and there is a long list of potential applications such as those in smart homes [71] , smart healthcare [72] , transport and logistics management [73] , inventory and product management [74] , firefighting systems [75] , social networks [76] , smart cities [77] , and smart lighting systems [78] , just to name a few. Thus, information representation in semantics appears as a bottleneck to SNs.
In some infrastructures [79] - [84] , SNs are capable of sharing information with semantic web technologies, e.g. by using the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) specification. SWE specifies sensor data semantics in Sensor Model Language (SensorML), which uses the XML-based structure. SensorML describes the semantics and relationships between different data elements of sensor nodes using XML representations. SWE provides models and interfaces to deal with sensor data in heterogeneous sensor network applications. It tries to improve the practicability of producing semantics for smart nodes and to establish interoperability with the semantic web. There are similar approaches for SNs to comply with the semantic web such as Sensorpedia [85] , SensorWare [86] , and SensorMap [87] . However, while these approaches are good at integrating SNs with the semantic web, their results are unfavorable when semantics are represented by sensor nodes themselves, as this requires double the power consumption of SNs. In addition, memory constraints mean that SNs are unable to process multiple parallel transactions. This results in a short battery lifespan of SNs in the network. Such a tradeoff between the lifespans and computations of sensor nodes provides a scope for integrating an external unit-a gateway node-which can provide the capability to execute the complex computations and semantic representations necessary to share information with other smart nodes. The GSN provides a good solution to resolve the computation bottleneck of SNs. It can compute the semantic representations for SNs and ANs and process them for further improved results. Therefore, the GSN is a powerful smart node that can perform computations and semantic representations on behalf of resource poor SNs and ANs.
Consider a service for actuating ANs based on the commands given by the GSN, for which the possible semantic interactions are explained in Table 7 and the message sequence diagram is shown in Fig. 11 . Firstly, the services related to initialization are installed by the GSN to SNs and ANs. Then the GSN is subscribed for the information of SNs and ANs (i.e. I S and I A respectively). I S and I A are processed by the GWiO at the GSN to transform them into semantics i.e. σ S i and σ A i , stored at the SBiO. The GWiO is also subscribed for any update related to actuating the AN, for example, a preference tuple (σ p ). There are three possibilities when ANs can receive actuation commands from GWiO: i) when the actuation command is based only on SN tuples, ii) when the actuation command is based on tuples received from the SBiO, i.e. σ p only, and iii) when the actuation command is based on SN tuples and σ p both.
3) MiO AND SBiO SEMANTIC INTERACTIONS AT SBSN
The semantic interactions between the SBiO and the MiO at the SBSN are explained in Table 8 . Any iO residing on an LSN, an HSN and a GSN interacting with the SBSN needs permission to access the SBSN through the MiO. Their credentials are verified at the SBSN and the confirmation messages are given in return. For example, a PCiO sends their credentials of joining to the SBiO and then the SBiO sends a request to MiO for the credential verification of the PCiO. The MiO gives confirmation to the SBiO for valid credentials and a confirmation is sent to the PCiO subsequently. In case of invalid credentials, the PCiO cannot join the SBiO and receives exit confirmation. The joining transaction is only completed for all iOs from LSNs, HSNs, and GSNs once the MiO gives confirmation to the SBiO for their valid credentials. Integrating the MiO with the SBiO at the SBSN is an optional feature of any smart space because there are several applications where strict security and privacy policies may not be required. The MiO at the SBSN manages resources in a smart space. We have proposed and implemented resources VOLUME 6, 2018 and services management mechanisms in [9] for LSN and in [11] for HSN. In this paper, we combine these mechanisms for LSNs and HSNs into a single management mechanism realized by the MiO. The MiO performs two tasks as described in Table 8 A Presence Signal (PS) is introduced to monitor the state of existence of nodes in the smart space. The HSNs and LSNs update by sending PS messages periodically (e.g. a user specified period) to the SBSN and the GSN, respectively. Furthermore, the GSN also updates the presence state at the SBSN after receiving a PS as the MiO at the SBSN has subscription for PS updates. In case the updates are not delivered within a defined period of time the particular node is classified by the MiO as ''failed''. Moreover, a new HSN and GSN joining the SBSN can be provided suggestions for other SBSNs based on their service requirements through the MiO. When a new LSN joins at the GSN, the services of the new LSN are updated at the SBSN. The MiO at the SBSN offers the newly available service instances of a new smart node to other HSNs or LSNs (service subscribers) that need them. The MiO also replaces the services of a leaving smart node (e.g. upon failure or decommissioning) with those of remaining smart nodes still connected to the SBSN. LSNs are more prone to failure due to resource constraints, e.g. memory and battery. We can evaluate the states of memory and battery, for example, such that if any one of them is below 25% level then it is classified as a critical-node. If any LSN is classified as a critical-node then the MiO transfers its services to another LSN that is not in a critical condition. The performance of a single SBSN is dependent on the number of iOs connected to it, representing either a ''normal'' or an ''overloaded'' state of the SBSN. If the CPU usage, already allocated memory space and network capacity usage of the SBSN are all below 75% then the SBSN is categorized as being in the ''normal'' state, and otherwise it is in the ''overloaded'' state. In case of the overloaded situation, there is a possibility of delay in transactions and increased chances of service failure. A MiO monitors its associated SBSN's resource availability such as CPU usage, free memory space and network usage, and updates this information at the G-S. The MiO also has access to the G-S for other SBSNs resource availability information. Therefore, the MiO can provide suggestions to HSNs and GSN for another SBSN in the case of an overload situation.
4) SEMANTIC INTERACTIONS BETWEEN TWO SBiOs
The semantic interactions between two SBiOs (i.e. SBiO a and SBiO b , residing at two different SBSNs) are possible via the MiOs of the respective SBSNs and a SBiO g at G-S as shown in Fig. 12 
B. ADAPTATION OF iO AND APPLICATION BEHAVIORS
In a smart space many iOs collaborate to achieve certain goals of an application and there are adaptation requirements for different iOs, derived from these goals. These iOs adapt their behaviors at run time without the need of prior configuration. We classify the adaptation of iO behavior into the following three types: 1.) Periodic Adaptive iO Behavior: Gathering contextual information from an environment and periodically updating it to the iO, potentially changing its state and behavior. 2.) Triggered Adaptive iO Behavior: Triggering a certain event based on context information received from another iO, the result of which may change the receiving iO's state and behavior. 3.) Controlled Adaptive iO Behavior: Controlling the iO state explicitly for achieving a certain application goal. A set of joint adaptive behaviors of iOs of an application for realizing a common goal is referred to as adaptive application behavior. This is shown in Fig.14 , following an intelligent adaptive lighting example. The lighting example has the assumptions and requirements as follows:
Assumptions: iOs at SN and AN are connected to the GWiO at GSN, where SN is a light sensor and AN is a light source. The light sensor updates current light intensity values periodically every 10 seconds. The light source needs to control its light output based on the commands given by the GSN, where the preference of light intensity is set by a user at the GSN.
Requirements: The example system needs to achieve the goal of maintaining (measured) light intensity according to the user preferences. The HSN, which is subscribed at the SBSN, needs to get informed about any updates to the current light intensity state.
The semantic interactions executed for adaptive behaviors are shown in Fig.15 . A piece of contextual information I S is generated by the SN based on sensing the environment. The SN updates I S periodically (e.g. every 10 seconds) at the GSN, allowing the iO at the GSN to show a periodic adaptive iO behavior. This information is further processed at the GSN and translated into semantics, i.e. I S → σ S i . The GSN further updates σ S i at the SBSN upon an R D transaction. Consequently, σ S i is also updated at the HSN because the HSN is subscribed to updates made to σ S i semantics at the SBSN. Therefore, the PCiO at the HSN shows the triggered adaptive iO behavior. The GSN is also subscribed for the preference semantics σ p at the SBSN and accordingly receives σ p updates from the SBSN. The command for steering an actuator i.e. I A is calculated by the GSN and is issued to the AN to actuate accordingly. The GWiO at the GSN and SBiO at the SBSN show the control adaptive iO behavior. Therefore, the goal of the lighting example is achieved by maintaining light intensity at the desired level, defined by the user preferences.
The above example explains the realization of adaptive behaviors for a lighting application. All three adaptive iO behaviors work together to make an adaptive smart space application behavior.
VI. CASE STUDY FOR SMART SPACES
There are many case studies for smart spaces in the literature, one of which is given in [88] . In this case study, a successful cultural heritage e-tourism scheme is discussed, which is based on the smart services provided by a human interactive device i.e. a mobile device. A system design solution for developing smart services in a smart space is provided.
In this paper, we considered a case study of a smart lighting application whose architecture is shown in Fig. 16 . The smart nodes included are described in Table 10 . The case study is based on the application scenario of a power-managed smart lighting system introduced and experimented in [48] . We consider two classes of rooms: high priority room (HPR) and low priority room (LPR).
Scenario: The rooms (HPR and LPR) in a building aim to consume power according to a quota (Q) assigned. HPRs get priority and, therefore, LPRs can use only the leftover power budget from the quota after subtracting the consumption in HPR. The scenario requires establishing semantic interoperability in and between LPR and HPR that contain smart nodes from various suppliers. SBSN A , SBSN B and G-S perform semantic reasoning using Pellet semantic reasoner and OWL semantic editor. The semantic interactions between the nodes in the scenario are explained in Table 11 .
For this case study, we discuss the smart space properties, i.e., adaptation, interoperability, openness, extendibility and self-management, based on the following possible cases. power consumption in HPR (P h ) as a semantic representation (i.e. σ P h ) is updated at SBiO A . In LPR, SNs regularly sense the illumination (I S ) and update this at the GWiO of the GSN. Furthermore, I S is translated into semantics (i.e. I S → σ S i ) by the GWiO and is stored at the SBiO A of SBSN A . The GWiO is also subscribed for σ P h and the quota Q. The commands for the brightness level of luminaries in LPR (B L ) are computed at the GWiO based on Q, P h , I S and the desired illumination in LPR (D L I ). If a change is required in lighting of LPR as per the computation then the B L command is sent to ANs in LPR accordingly. Furthermore, the power consumption in LPR (P l ) is sent to the GWiO, where P l is converted into semantics σ P l and are stored at SBiO A . The semantics σ P h and σ P l are also further stored at G-S by SBSN A , allowing to share them with SBSN B . Finally, HSN M is subscribed to any update about power consumption in both LPR and HPR; and consequently receives σ P h and σ P l as subscription results once they are updated at SBSN B .
In this case, we see the adaptive behavior of the scenario is achieved based on the objective set while the external light changes in HPR which accordingly results in the changes in both LPR and HPR accordingly. This means that the behaviors of iOs in HPR trigger changes in the behaviors of iOs in both LPR and HPR.
Case 2 (External Light Changes in LPR):
When the external light changes in LPR the changed illumination is sensed by the corresponding SNs. Figure 18 explains Table 8 and are shown in Fig. 19 .
In this case, the joining or failure of SNs in LPR are performed without affecting the nodes and services in HPR. Therefore, the joining or leaving of smart nodes in the scenario is independent from the installed nodes in another priority rooms.
Case 4 (Joining of a New HSN and HSN S1 Leaves in HPR): For a new HSN to join, it needs to support the underlying communication technology, i.e. SSAP over TCP/IP. Once the joining of a new HSN is established in the network it can work and perform any task like other HSNs in HPR.
If HSN S1 leaves the network (e.g. due to hardware or network failure, or decommissioning from the network) then the MiO manages to transfer the services of HSN S1 to the new HSN or any other node that is capable of providing the same services. The semantic interactions to manage services are performed according to Table 8 and are shown in Fig. 20 .
As in Case 3, the joining or leaving of a HSN in HPR is performed without affecting nodes in LPR. Therefore, the joining or leaving of smart nodes is independent from the installed nodes in another priority rooms.
Case 5 (Adding a New Application With a New Smart Node):
In the existing scenario, consider an extension to integrate a temperature measurement application in both LPR and HPR. For this a temperature sensor needs to be added in each room. The two temperature sensors provide the service of measuring temperatures from both rooms and updating the corresponding semantics at SBSN A . The joining of the temperature sensors in LPR and HPR is established as in the cases 3 and 4, respectively.
The GSN introduces the new application information at SBSN A and updates the temperature information periodically which is able to be used by other iOs if required. Similar for HSNs, they need to first introduce their temperature services in HPR. Thereafter the temperatures of the rooms are measured and updated periodically at SBSN A . The semantics of the temperature sensors from both LPR and HPR are shared with SBSN B via G-S. If HSN M is subscribed to the temperature information then it will get the notification once the temperature information is updated at SBSN B . The possible semantic interactions are shown in Fig. 21 .
In this case, we showed the possibility of adding a new application by introducing a new smart node.
These cases were discussed to cover all of the smart space properties of the proposed solutions. We can relate and discuss the properties in detail in Table 12 .
The study and discussion of several cases of the powermanaged smart lighting scenario explained the use of our comprehensive smart space architecture in a real scenario. The smart space properties of adaptation, interoperability, openness, extendibility and self-management performed well and contributed to the comprehensive smart space architecture. The power-managed smart lighting system based on the comprehensive smart space architecture shows that it is possible to develop a smart space that establishes interoperability using various types of smart nodes and their technologies.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, fundamental smart space concepts, components making up a smart space and the smart space itself were formally defined. We introduced the role and importance of information objects in the development of smart space designs. Five general properties of smart space were proposed (adaptation, interoperability, openness, extendibility and self-management) based on a literature survey. A comparison of state-of-the-art smart space designs with respect to the availability of general smart space components and the smart space properties was provided. Furthermore, generic architectural models for smart spaces were presented and discussed in relation to the other designs described in the literature. Finally, we proposed a comprehensive smart space architecture as a contemporary solution for smart spaces and instantiated it on a power managed smart lighting system.
As future work, a scalability, reliability and availability analysis and optimizations considering these aspects are needed for better smart space design. Scalability refers to the capability of a smart space to accommodate numerous information objects, smart nodes, and applications. Reliability refers to the mean time between failures of a smart space application. Availability refers to the probability of failure-free smart application operation at any given time.
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